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Mice control
a year-round
battle
ONCE again mice have become a topic of
conversation – and an ongoing concern among farmers.
Until recently, explosions in mouse
populations in grain-growing areas were
often followed by population crashes and
consecutive years of little activity and
damage.
However, mice now appear to have
become a more persistent problem, with
high numbers carrying over from one year
to the next, particularly in parts of the
southern and northern cropping regions.
It is believed current farming systems,
such as stubble retention, could be
contributing to mice becoming an annual,
rather than cyclical, problem.

The Grains Research and Development
Corporation (GRDC) recognises the
enormity of the mouse problem and
the severe impact it has on growers’
businesses,
their
families,
their
communities and the broader industry.
In response to the increasing prevalence
of mice in many key grain-growing
regions of Australia, the GRDC is injecting
a further $4.1 million into mouse control
research, development and extension
(RD&E) initiatives.
The three key investments, to be led
by CSIRO, will focus on understanding
mouse
ecology,
biology
and
management, increasing surveillance,
and mouse feeding preferences.

The GRDC is committed to exploring all
options in an effort to provide growers
with better mouse control solutions.
In addition to the new investments, the
GRDC continues to support a wide range
of other ongoing mouse-related issues.
For grain farmers concerned with mice
here are five quick tips, provided by the
GRDC, to aid in mouse control:
• apply broad scale zinc phosphid
bait according to the label, at the
prescribed rate of 1kg/ha.
• apply bait at seeding or within 24
hours while seed is still covered by
soil (increasing the likelihood of mice
taking the bait, prior to finding the

seed).
seed) Rebait through the season
seaso
sea
ason as
needed.
• timing is critical – delays of four to five
days in baiting after seeding can give
mice time to find crop seed.
High populations can cause up to five
per cent damage each night.

• monitor paddocks - check paddocks
regularly and update local data using
the MouseAlert website.
• after harvest and prior to sowing
minimise sources of food and shelter.
Control weeds and volunteer crops
along fence lines and clean up residual
grain by grazing or rolling stubbles
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Chaff lining tips direct from growers
Harvest season, while a productive one,
can also be both time consuming and
costly.
For those looking for a low-cost harvest
weed seed control tool, chaff linings
could be the answer.
Tips on how to set up harvesters
for chaff lining are now available in a
new publication on the GRDC (Grains
Research and Development Corporation)
website, thanks to contributions from
grain growers and agronomists.
Chaff lining is a relatively new practice
that involves making a simple chute
to divert the weed seed-bearing chaff
fraction (from the sieves) into a narrow
chaff line, which is left to rot or mulch
while the straw is chopped and spread.
Chaff lines are placed in the same place
each year.
The new GRDC publication ‘Tools and
Tips; Setting up for Chaff Lining’ provides
advice on the technique, which is being
adopted by a number of Australian grain
growers.
Planfarm project consultant Peter
Newman, who is also an agronomist
with the Australian Herbicide Resistance
Initiative (AHRI) and GRDC-supported
industry WeedSmart project, said chaff
lining was the cheapest harvest weed

seed control (HWSC) tool, both in terms
of capital cost and overall cost.
“Controlled-traffic farming (CTF) systems
are good for growers adopting chaff
lining, but not essential, and it is sufficient
for the harvester to run on the same track
each year,” Mr Newman said.
“Commercial chutes are now available,
and many grain growers make their own.”
The four stages of HWSC, as applied to
chaff lining, that are covered in the GRDC
publication include:
•
Getting weed seeds into the
front of the harvester
•
rotor

Getting weed seeds out of the

•
Keeping weed seeds in the chaff
fraction
•
Delivering weed seeds into the
chaff line using a chute.
Mr Newman said the publication had
a particular emphasis on information
relating to keeping weeds seeds in the
chaff fraction and delivering weed seeds
into the chaff line.
“To keep weed seeds in the chaff
stream leading to the chaff line chute, it is
necessary in some harvesters to insert a
separator baffle behind the sieve in order
to direct the chaff,” he said.

“In some cases, inserting a baffle
into a harvester can change the wind
movement through the machine and
can lead to increased grain losses, so
it is important to use a tray or drop pan
to measure grain losses and ensure they
have not increased.”
Mr Newman said one of the great things
about chaff lining was that growers
could build their own chutes, but chutes
were also available from commercial

manufacturers.

“Growers
in
different
parts
of
Australia have created a plethora of
different chute designs for a range of
harvesters. Descriptions and images for
a few of these, as well as commercially
available products, are contained in the
publication,” he said.

The GRDC publication is now available
on the GRDC website.
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Parasite management roadshow
tours Mortlake

AN information session at Mortlake’s
‘Clogheen’ property was part of a recent
week-long educational road show
through country Victoria.
With weaner parasite control being
one of the most crucial management

interventions for beef operations, leading
animal health company Virbac last month
partnered with Elders Rural Services to
run a week-long educational roadshow
through country Victoria and South
Australia.
Hosted by Virbac Australia technical
services manager Dr Matthew Ball and
Elders livestock production manager Rob
Inglis, the road show visited Mortlake on
September 11.
The road show’s mission was to
highlight strategic parasite management
and product usage for optimal cattle
production.
According to Meat and Livestock
Australia
(MLA),
internal
parasite
infestation is one of the most significant
diseases faced by red meat producers in
Australia.
Calves are highly susceptible to worms,
being yet to develop immunity – so
burdens will typically be at their peak
during this time.
“The road show was a great opportunity
for cattle producers and veterinarians
to improve their knowledge and

understanding of best practice weaner
management and product usage, to help
control these highly damaging parasites,”
Mr Inglis said.
The Mortlake event included an onfarm demonstration and presentation on
the latest industry research and findings
relating to weaner health and wellbeing.
The session also highlighted optimal
drenching product strategies and end
benefits.
Presenting alongside Rob, Dr Matthew
Ball revealed some valuable insights,
explaining that the way a young heifer
was cared for in both parasite control and
nutrition would determine fertility during
its lifespan.
“Young cattle are much more prone to
parasites than adult cattle, so we need
to focus our best and most persistent
drench treatments on these younger
animals,” he said.
“We also need to use drenches at
strategic times because that helps to not
only remove parasites from the animal,
but also helps to reduce contamination
from the paddock.”

Beef producer Mick Fitzgibbon from
“Clogheen” described his local event
as a great opportunity for young and
old to learn about best practice weaner
management and animal health.

“As an older person in the industry,
it’s always good to see these types of
events so that the next generation of
cattle producers can get an idea on best
practice today,” Mr Fitzgibbon said.

“We’ve used Cydectin Long Acting
injection for over three years to reduce
our worm burden in our weaned calves
and heifers that have just calved and
we are very happy with the results we’re
seeing.”

“Ultimately, it’s this type of information that
will make a real difference in enhancing
the productivity and profitability of a
producer’s herd,” Rob said.

“We’re pleased to be able to contribute
our knowledge in this area, to help
drive successful weaner management
practices for Australia’s cattle producers.”
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Roger Trigg joins Landmark
ROGER Trigg has joined the agronomy
team at Landmark Timboon.
Roger has been involved in the agricultural
industry for 43 years, having previously
worked in and around the Colac area.

Roger is keen to work with local farmers
and offer advice on cropping, pasture
renewal and utilisation, weed and insect
control, assisting them to maximise
their returns by continuing to grow their
production.

With a strong interest in the industry,

My goal is to help farmers enhance their

lifestyle,” Roger said.
“I love working in the agricultural field
and enjoy sharing my knowledge and
experiences with others.”
While welcoming Roger to the team,
Landmark Timboon is also excited to
announce it will soon be opening a new
fertiliser shed on the Timboon-Port
Campbell Road.
“We took over the site early last week and
are currently doing some restorative work
there before it becomes operational,”
agronomist James O’Brien said.

“We hope to have it up and running in a
couple of weeks.”

The move to a second location – with the
current location in Cooriemungle to remain
open, is a direct result of the company’s
increased workload in the fertiliser area.

“Our fertiliser business has grown rapidly
over the last few years and we have
outgrown our current site, hence the need
for a second location.

“We will continue to offer deliveries, in
both bins and bulka bags, from both
sites.”
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The legend of Medallion lives on

THE legend of Genetics Australia’s bull
‘Medallion’ will live on with a new award
and a special resting place for the recordbreaker.

Bundalong Marks Medallion, who died in
June just short of his 14th birthday after
siring thousands of daughters, has been
named the first Holstein Australia Legend
of the Breed.

Medallion also became the first bull in
Australia to be cremated, with his remains
being shared in small wooden caskets
between Genetics Australia, breeders
Bundalong Holsteins (run by Brian
Anderson and his father Bill at Kongwak
in Gippsland) and Holstein Australia.

national population of cows and he had
such a long career. Because he lasted till
nearly 14, farmers had the opportunity to
use him again and again because they
got what they wanted.
“People are still using him today. I know
a farmer who bought 200 doses last year
and wants to use them over a long period
of time on certain cows.”
Born in 2005, Medallion was bought by
Genetics Australia in early 2006.
“His indexes were good but he was never
right at the top of the tree,” Mr Anderson
said.

The popular bull produced more than
500,000 straws of semen in his lifetime.

“He wasn’t the number one bull but
when he first graduated with a proof he
had the best ever ranking for udders with
119.

Genetics Australia’s Breeding and
Genetics manager Peter Thurn said few
bulls had had the impact of Medallion.

People used him at the start because of
that but when they milked his daughters,
they thought `wow, I need more of these’.

“His ability to produce a cow that suits
Australian conditions was unparalleled,”
Mr Thurn said.

Medallion remained a sought-after sire
for his traits and consistency.

“The consistency of his daughters
and their magnificent udders cannot be
matched. If I had to choose one bull to
exemplify our breeding program and goal,
it would be Medallion.

“Very few bulls have been held in such
high regard by the farming community. His
breeding value contains many thousands
of daughters and he still ranks among the
breed’s best for mammary systems and
farmer likeability.”

Mr Thurn said many commercial farmers
were milking multiple daughters of
Medallion and still had more to milk in
coming years.

Brian Anderson said the family was
proud to breed such a successful bull.

“He was never a star as far as breeding
values go, but he produced daughters
that farmers wanted,” Mr Anderson said.
“He’s gone over a big portion of the

Ten years after his initial proof, he was
still 110 for udders, 106 for type, 110
for body depth, 107 for chest width but
only 94 for stature, rear udder height 112,
rear udder width 110, milking speed 102,
temperament 103, likeability 104.
“These are the traits farmers really want,”
Mr Anderson said.
“That’s what farmers are asking for shorter animals with plenty of grunt about
them.
“He had incredible longevity. When he
was nearing 14, he could still match it with
the young bulls as far as what farmers
really want.”

heart,” he said.
“One thing that made us very proud was
that a lot of people who wouldn’t use a
Genetics Australia Australian-bred bull
saw his daughters and thought I’ve got to
have some of that. It was all about what
was in the paddock.”
Bundalong Holsteins has had many
successful bulls, but Medallion stood out.
“We feel very humbled and gratified to
receive the award, especially as it’s the first
in Australia and it will only be presented
when it’s justified,” Mr Anderson said.
At the recent Holstein Australia annual
meeting, the Andersons were presented
with some of Medallion’s ashes.
“When we came home from the awards
night, I drove past the dairy and calf shed
and stopped and thought this is where
his journey started. He went off and he
achieved all that and now he’s done his
job and come home to rest in peace.”
The Andersons have an avenue of
honour for cows and Medallion’s ashes
will be buried there under a headstone.
“His legacy lives on and we’ll make sure
he’s not forgotten,” Mr Anderson said.
His legacy will also live on in his daughters
who continue his features and strong
production values that make money for
farmers.
“Medallion typifies what we’re still trying
to do,” Mr Anderson said.
“We’re trying to breed what you’d call
the best bull, not necessarily the highest
bull on the indexes.

Mr Anderson said he was amazed at
the positive response from farmers, often
delivered anonymously.

“Only a certain number of traits are
calculated into the breeding value; you
have to take into account the traits that
aren’t in that but still have value.”

“You hear people talking in general
conversation about a bull that’s a cracker
and they had no idea we’d bred him.
That’s really pleasing; it’s coming from the

While Medallion is irreplaceable, Mr
Anderson has recently sent a bull to
Genetics Australia that has the potential
to rival his success.

“Mexicola is potentially the best bull to
leave the farm since Medallion,” he said.

“I believe he exhibits the traits the farmers
will want. He’s not necessarily the highest
bull, but I believe he has the pedigree and
right traits to rival Medallion.”

Holstein Australia CEO Graeme Gillan
said the Legends of the Breed award was
introduced to recognise bulls that made
major contributions to the industry over
generations.

Mr Gillan, who has a wooden box with
some of Medallion’s ashes in his office, said
Holstein Australia’s breed development
committee wanted to acknowledge bulls
that had made a tremendous contribution
to the breed.

“Medallion was a bull that fit the picture,”
he said.

“The award wasn’t necessarily about
whether it was ranked number one, it
reflected the feedback of farmers milking
his daughters,” he said.

“There was such a high level of
satisfaction that people would go back
and use him,” he said.

“All the feedback we’ve had through our
members and the general industry was
so positive that we felt this bull has had
the most user satisfaction as we’ve seen
for a long, long time in Australia.

“Bulls often start at the top of the tree and
move down as new bulls come along; but
as time went on dairy farmers would still
want Medallion.

“They wouldn’t even look at his numbers;
they’d just say I’m milking his daughters
and they do everything I want them to do
and I’d like more of them in the herd.

“If he hadn’t died, he’d still be in high
demand.”

The award won’t be given annually; it
will only be allocated when there is an
appropriate winner.
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A decade in
the making
for three-way
breeding
results
THE use of three-way cross breeding in
dairy operations is currently a hot topic
among many western district farmers.
With more farmers using the system, and
herd conversions obtaining critical mass
due to decisions made in previous years,
the results of taking such a strategy are
now starting to show.
Josh and Lilli Philp run more than 700
head at ‘Riverbank’, a 440-hectare dairy
farm they lease from Josh’s parents Barry
and Vicky at Garvoc.
Barry and Vicky came to the farm from
New Zealand in 1996 and started milking
NZ fresians.
After struggling with herd health issues
and trying to breed a smaller cow, they
introduced a two-way Jersey cross.
In 2008, looking for a more systematic
way of breeding to create the cow they
were looking for, the Philps chose to
use the VikingGenetics GoldenCross®
program.
When Josh and Lilli took over the herd in
2017 they continued the transformation,
with around 95 per cent of their cows
now with the three-way cross genetics.
“When we made the decision to go for
the three-way cross, Dad was looking
for better health and fertility across the
herd,” Josh said.
“We also wanted to lift the average size
of the cows, but not too much. A medium
cow suits us best.”
GoldenCross is a three-breed program
that uses Viking Holstein, Viking Red and
Viking Jersey genetics.

In the top positions for health and
production traits worldwide, they have
been bred in Nordic countries where
testing and record keeping is arguably
the most detailed in the world.

The Philps work closely with Viking
Genetics Australia to select the right sires
for breeding.

“We are careful with sire selection, using
the local Viking Genetics team’s expertise
to guide our decisions,” Josh said.

“They know what we are trying to
achieve and provide us with a list of

suitable options which we then choose
from.”

those that don’t require as much
supplementary feeding.

With the sires, Josh said they look for
good health, fertility and the right size
parameters, as well as milk production
and positive fat and protein scores.

“The major benefit for three-way crosses
is the fertility and sustainability of cow
turnover. If you are turning over your
animals less often, the herd is more
sustainable and stable.”

Using AI only for around nine weeks, the
couple is achieving 90 per cent in-calf
rates.
Across the herd, the Philps are achieving
an average of 6,155 litres per cow per
annum, with 4.5 per cent milk fat and 3.6
per cent protein.
Somatic cell count is averaging 110,000.
“The animals have got to last and get
in calf well. They need to walk. We now
have no mastitis and no hoof issues, no
lameness,” Josh said.
“We are happy with the results. It is
working well and proving successful for
us.”
Independent dairy consultant Dr Jo
Coombe has researched the benefits of
using three-way cross genetics in dairy
operations.
Completed for Dairy Australia through
the University of Melbourne, her project
looked at the implications of applying
three-way breeding for dairy farming
operations.
The project looked at Holstein, Jersey
and Australian Red crosses as there was
enough ADHIS data for that combination
to give statistical reliability.
The research found there are
measurable farm management benefits
from choosing to use three-way cross
genetics, although Dr Coombe said it
was not necessarily for every operation.
“It costs money to raise a dairy cow,
so when looking at the effectiveness
of breeding programs, we consider
profitability not simply productivity. They
are not the same thing,” she explained.
“It is a combination of factors that make
a difference – fertility, production, and of
course feed and running costs.
“We tend to find the greatest benefits
from cross breeding are in operations
that are predominantly pasture-based,

Dr Coombe believes that Viking
Genetics’ approach to the three-way
cross is different to many of the other
dairy genetic providers.
“Probably the most noticeable difference
is that they don’t consider the use of a
three-way cross as diluting any ‘purity’
of the parent breed genetics. Rather,
they see it is as a benefit when looking
for a flexible and sustainable herd
management strategy.
“It is important that farmers have a
breeding plan to suit their operation, that

they can adapt to their circumstances to
achieve improved herd sustainability and
animal health.”
Josh agrees and is continuing the
transformation to GoldenCross, saying
they have seen an overall lift in the herd’s
performance.
He believes it is probably one of the
easiest breeding systems to understand
once you get started.
“Our focus is on making sure we are
producing high quality, high value milk.
High production is not the be all and
end all. We have to be delivering on the
quality and profitability factors.
“We are pleased with the herd we have
created. The goal now is to maintain what
we are doing and consistently improve
as we keep breeding for the things that
matter.”

